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Messrs. Eirkinyre Bros. have most kindly permitted me
to inspect the title-deeds of their Rishra property * War-
ren Hastings, in August 1780, purchased the land from
Rajchunder Dutt and Kali Prosad Butt for Rs. 1,145.
He sold it in September 1 784 for Us. 10,000. In Decem-
ber 1787 the property sold for Rs. 20,000. . In 1841 it
was rented at Rs. '2,400 a year. In 1 865 the monthly
rent was only Rs. 35. Tn the village there is an unnamed
European grave : local tradition, of course, has it that
Warren Hastings buried a child here.
mohesh.
A little way hack from the river bank lies the\hamlet
of Mohesh, once for devout BAigali Hindus second only
to Puri in sanctity as a shrine for the god JugganatL
Here it is said, Jugganath stopped to bathe on his way
to his dinner at Puri.
"To commemorate this event a grand festival w held on the full moon in.
the month Joisti, which falls in May, and occasionally in June. On that high
occasion the image is brought- out of the temple, wrapped in broadcloth, and
hoisted up on a brick stage raised about seven feet from the ground. Just
at the time when the conjunction of the planets indicates the most auspicious
moment, the officiating priest pours the water of the sacred Ganges on its
head from a silver tefei, or water pot. The ground before the stage is a large
open area which is densely crowded by devotees at the festival, a hundred
and fifty thousand of whom have been known to assemble at one time in front
of the image. As the water descends upon the head of the consecrated log
one long and deafening shout arises from that vast multitude making the
welkin ring; the hands of the worshippers are at the same moment lifted up
and clapped together,— and the density of the crowd, forest of hands, the
shouts and the clapping, combine to give an idea of superstitious enthusiasm
which is rarely presented in any other scene." Oak. Rev.
the martyn pagoda.
The village now possesses two rival Jugganath cars.
One of these, of cast iron and elaborately decorated with
paintings, was manufactured by Messrs Burn & Co.,
of Howrah, and prosaically bears their name. It is a
significant fact that at the present day the pulling of the
car at festival occasions is done by devotees procured by
* A most interesting series of documents exhibiting fine signatures and seals
of Warren Eastings, and signatures of W. Larkins, Edward Tirettes, Fairfax
Moresby, etc,, etc. Towards the close of the XVIIIlh century the premises were
used as an Indigo Factory.

